
INTERNAL ERROR WHICH 

OCCUR DURING OST2PST 

CONVERSION 
 

MS exchange has given a secured professional mailing environment to the 

corporates due to which they can set security on the incoming and outgoing 

communication of the organization. The file extension of the exchange user on the 

client end is .OST, all the mails which are delivered to the client from the server 

are of .OST extension. 

The disadvantage of using exchange server is that .OST extension file becomes 

inaccessible once the user moved out of the exchange arena or the mail account of 

the user is removed from the server end .In such situation user of the exchange 

server becomes helpless as the user cannot use the there exchange data in such 

situation, to make access of there data user can take the help of third party OST 

Converter tool thereby changing extension of the file into the .PST and thus 

making them accessible. But it have been noticed that several people go for the 

free OST to PST utility so as to save coasting involve in the recovery of the data 

but they often end up their recovery with the an error message (code 

0000000E)this code shows the internal error while recovering the .OST mail. 

https://sites.google.com/site/ostfileconvertertool/


The reason behind this message is that the free OST toPST conversion utility are 

mostly designed for 2000 OST files version but most of the user of the MS 

exchange server have upgraded themselves into the OST file of version 2003 or 

above and thus when they use such utility for the recovery of the data often stuck 

with the OST2PST internal error message and also with the risk of permanent 

losing of the data . So the best solution during the data loss condition is to the go 

for the efficient OST to PST coverter tool which efficiently recovers your lost data. 

If you can get back your data with full accuracy by spending a few penny than its 

is a better idea rather than permanent losing of your data. The excellent recovery 

for the OSTtoPST not just recover your data accurately but also a rapid recovery 

utility. 

 Feature of the OST2PST Converter utility. 

The utility is capable of complete recovery of .OST data: email, notes, messages, 

contacts, tasks, draft, journals, and appointments etc 

It capable of the recovery of the mail content like : the sender's name, receiver's 

name, subject, flag, date and time 

Can recover the password protected mails 

 Restore mails with there original formate like :Text, RTF, HTML 

 It even restore deleted mails 



 Allows user to choose the location of recovered mail 

 Recovered mails appear in a tree like structure so that user can easy decide 

which mail is to be recovered 

 Capable of speedy recovery of exact data 

 Cost effective tool to retrieve the mails 

 

Source: http://www.articlesbase.com/communication-articles/internal-error-which-

occur-during-ost2pst-conversion-7102387.html 


